This paper introduces FireWorks, a workflow software for running high-throughput calculation workflows at supercomputing centers. FireWorks has been used to complete over 50 million CPU-hours worth of computational chemistry and materials science calculations at the National Energy Research Supercomputing Center. It has been designed to serve the demanding high-throughput computing needs of these applications, with extensive support for (i) concurrent execution through job packing, (ii) failure detection and correction, (iii) provenance and reporting for long-running projects, (iv) automated duplicate detection, and (v) dynamic workflows (i.e., modifying the workflow graph during runtime). We have found that these features are highly relevant to enabling modern data-driven and high-throughput science applications, and we discuss our implementation strategy that rests on Python and NoSQL databases (MongoDB). Finally, we present performance data and limitations of our approach along with planned future work.
INTRODUCTION
Scientists are embarking on a new paradigm for discovery employing massive computing to generate and analyze large data sets [1] . This approach is spurred by improvements in computational power, theoretical methods, and software, which have collectively allowed scientific computing applications to grow in size and complexity. Some applications have leveraged these new capabilities to increase system size, resolution, or accuracy via massive parallellism (e.g., in the simulation of combustion or climate). However, in other areas, researchers employ large amounts of computational power to increase the sheer number of calculations performed without significantly increasing the computational cost per calculation. We refer to this latter mode (requiring high concurrency of many smaller jobs), and particularly the case where jobs are continually added over long time frames [2] , as "high-throughput" computing.
Such high-throughput calculations can require large amounts of total computing time; for example, the Materials Project (an effort to generate materials data through simulation) currently uses tens of such as Condor [16, 18] ) as the "execution manager" that strategically and repeatedly executes the rlaunch script over multiple resources in an opportunistic manner.
Workflow model
The FWS workflow model is illustrated in Figure 2 . A Workflow in FWS is a directed acyclic graph (DAG) of individual Fireworks (jobs), where the edges represent control dependencies. As the graph is executed, side-effects of executing the Fireworks can modify the graph dynamically (Section 3.4). Each Firework consists of a sequence of one or more FireTasks, which are essentially single Python functions. For example, FireTasks bundled within FWS can call shell scripts, transfer files, write/delete files, or call other Python functions. A FireTask can return an FWAction (output) object that can store data, pass data, or dynamically modify its children depending on past output. The Firework also includes a spec, which is a JSON document that is passed into the tasks. For example, one can execute data-parallel projects by defining Workflows containing the same FireTasks but with different input data in the spec. A Workflow can be represented by a JSON (or equivalently, YAML) document ( Figure 3 ). One can compose Workflows via a Python interface (Code Example 1), by the command line (Code Example 2), or by directly loading a JSON or YAML file.
At the top level, a Workflow is composed of three dictionary entries: a list of all Firework definitions (fws), a mapping of their dependencies (links), and user-defined metadata (metadata) that can be used for querying and grouping Workflows.
Each Firework has an id, an optional name, and a dictionary spec. The spec contains two sections: the _tasks reserved keyword defines the list of FireTasks to be executed in sequence within the Firework. The remaining part of the spec is a general JSON document that is passed to the FireTasks to modify their behavior (e.g., to run the same functions over different data) and also allows for setting additional system-level keywords (e.g., _priority).
The Firework also stores information about its current state (e.g., COMPLETED and READY) as well as information about its execution on a FireWorker (Launch). The Launch object includes the following:
• hostname/IP address of the execution machine;
• the full state history of when the job was reserved in the queue, started running, and completed; and • the FWAction returned, including stored data defined by the user and any dynamic operations.
Other than basic dependencies, the JSON workflow specification contains no control logic (if-then, for-loops, etc.). Control (iteration, branching, and adding additional subworkflows) is achieved by returning an appropriate FWAction (discussed in Section 3.4). Because Python code can be used to construct the FWAction, the control logic can be arbitrarily complex.
The LaunchPad is implemented using MongoDB [10] , an NoSQL database that is ideal for storing and querying binary JSON (a variant of JSON) documents. Because all objects in FWS can be encoded as JSON, no object-relational mapper is needed to translate FWS objects into MongoDB. Full-featured search of any item in the JSON representation of the Workflow is possible through MongoDB's builtin query language. For example, one can query using regular expressions, parameter ranges, values in a list, entire subdocuments, or even write a query in JavaScript. Furthermore, these queries can be fed into higher-level commands to rerun or cancel Fireworks. For example, one could rerun all Fireworks with a particular parameter range in the spec or cancel all jobs with a particular type of FireTask. Thus, rather than set up a single "set up and execute" pattern, one can maintain and update workflows fluidly over the course of years.
A basic feature required by many applications is the ability to selectively map jobs to clients, as well as to account for small differences in the runtime environments of different computing resources. In FWS, each FireWorker can specify a configuration with one or more category labels, which will restrict the Fireworks being pulled to those with the matching category in the Firework spec. More generally, the FireWorker can specify a custom MongoDB query for selecting Fireworks to pull; in principle, this allows for complete control to match jobs to resources. However, we note that this matching is explicit and less flexible than more complex systems (e.g., as in Condor's "matchmaking" service [18] ).
FireWorkers can also specify a set of "environment variables" (termed FWEnv) in their configuration; these variables can be set to JSON objects. FireTasks can be programmed to refer to these variables (or reasonable defaults) in their execution. For example, the FWEnv might specify the path to a particular script on different systems, and the FireTask would refer to this value when executing the code. Thus, one can often maintain the abstraction of "write-once, run-everywhere" even when system-level differences must be taken into account.
Running on queueing systems
When executing jobs on a large computing cluster, job requests must often pass through a queueing system. In the most basic use case, this is very straightforward with FWS. One needs only to submit a standard queue script in which the executable is the rlaunch command that pulls and runs a job. The rlaunch command itself contains options for running a single job (singleshot), consecutively running many jobs (rapidfire), or packing jobs consecutively in time and across cores (mlaunchSection 3.5). No special setup is required besides having the FWS installed and having a network connection to the LaunchPad (Section 3.10). Because the queuing system is unaware of the presence of FWS and vice-versa, no action needs to be taken if there are problems with the queue.
In addition to this basic operation, FWS contains several routines specifically intended to facilitate the process of running on queues. For example, FWS provides a QueueLauncher that can submit jobs automatically and maintain a set number of jobs in the queue over long time periods. The QueueLauncher operates based on a QueueAdapter, which contains a template for the queue script, a command to submit jobs, and a function to get the number of jobs in the queue. At this time, QueueAdapters are implemented for PBS/Torque, Sun Grid Engine, SLURM, and IBM LoadLeveler. Adding new QueueAdapters is simple, and the framework is general enough to easily incorporate more abstract systems such as the NERSC Web Toolkit (NEWT) [20] Representational State Transfer (REST)-based [21] submission at NERSC.
FireWorks also lets jobs specify details of their queue submission. This is useful when one has heterogeneous jobs requiring different walltimes, number of processors, and so on. This system is called "reserved queue launching" and operates as follows. First, the QueueLauncher reserves a Firework to run in advance of queue submission. Next, it uses information inside the _queueadaptor reserved keyword in the Firework spec (set by the user) to override parameters in the templated queue submission script and replaces the generic rlaunch command with an instruction to specifically pull and run the reserved Firework. Finally, the QueueLauncher submits this modified queue script that is tailored to a specific job. Thus, in effect a user can define heterogeneous queue settings for different Fireworks at the time of creation. Reserved queue launching tracks and stores additional properties of a Launch such as the queue id and time spent waiting in the queue.
Fault tolerance and failure detection and recovery
Fault tolerance is essential when running millions of workflows over multiple clients over long time periods. FWS is built on the premise that jobs will fail for myriad reasons and accordingly provides several routines for detecting and correcting such failures. The types of failures addressed by FWS are "soft" failures (script throws an error), "hard" failures (machine unexpectedly fails), and queue failures.
The easiest type of failure to address is a "soft" failure whereby the FireTask internally raises an error (or a script returns a nonzero error code). FWS catches such errors and uses them to mark the job state as FIZZLED (failed). Because many details of the output (including the stack trace) are stored in the LaunchPad, the user can search for and further examine these jobs (including the error message and launch directory) via built-in monitoring tools, make the appropriate changes, and rerun the affected Fireworks and their dependencies.
Hardware failures or memory overload can kill a job without warning ("hard" failure). To detect these failures, FWS uses a separate thread to send a heartbeat, that is, to ping back the LaunchPad with an "alive" status ( Figure 4) . A job that has failed catastrophically will also stop its heartbeat. FWS can detect such "lost runs" and provides commands to mark such jobs as FIZZLED or rerun them. Thus, even catastrophic events can be identified and be subject to targeted reruns.
Finally, when working with queueing systems, it is possible that the job can be "lost" in the queue. For example, the administrators of a supercomputing center might flush the queue before maintenance. This situation only affects jobs submitted in "reservation mode" (Section 3.2), for which running through the queue is made explicit. FWS provides a routine whereby users can resubmit jobs that appear to be stuck in a queue for longer than a set period (e.g., several weeks).
Dynamic workflows
As automation is applied to more complex problems, a major scientific use case is to embed intelligence within the workflow definition. One of the more unique aspects of FWS is its implementation of dynamic workflows, which allow FireTasks to modify the Workflow based on their execution in a way that cannot be predicted during the initial creation of the Workflow. A simple example would be a looping Workflow or iterative solver in which additional Fireworks are created to repeat a calculation (while increasing some parameter in the JSON spec) until reaching a nonobvious stopping point. A more complex example would be a Workflow that evaluates the result of an initial test calculation to automatically develop the remainder of the workflow based on the result (perhaps following one of several predefined paths). Thus, with dynamic workflows, the user need not define the full Workflow at the time of creation, instead letting the jobs amend the definition during execution. We note that similar ideas based on the formalism of Petri nets have previously been developed for dynamic error-handling [22] .
Dynamic workflows are defined through FWActions, which are in turn returned by FireTasks. The FWAction is interpreted upon completion of the launch. The possible FWActions (which can be specified alone or in combination) are presented in Figure 5 and include the following:
• update_spec, which allows the current Firework to push changes to the spec of the children Fireworks via JSON. This is most commonly used for information passing; at the most basic level, one can think of the root keys in the returned document as "ports" for passing data, with the values being the information to be passed as JSON.
• mod_spec, which is a more complex version of update_spec that uses a MongoDB-like update language to allow for complex JSON modifications such as pushing to an array.
• defuse_children, which cancels child jobs. The defused jobs can later be restarted if desired.
• exit, which serves as a break-style statement that skips the remaining FireTasks in the current Firework and continues execution of the Workflow.
• stored_data, which accepts a JSON document to store in the LaunchPad for future querying and display.
• additions, which can create new Workflows to execute. When used in conjunction with defuse_children, it can act as a branching operation.
• detours, which performs additional Workflows before executing the original children. For example, a detour can be used to handle an exception and implement a "self-healing" workflow.
An example of a dynamic Workflow that counts Fibonacci numbers until reaching an arbitrary (and unknown) stopping point is presented in Figure 6 . Initially, the Workflow contains only a single Firework; however, this Firework will create its own child, and the process will repeat ad infinitum until the stopping criterion is met (Code Example 3). At the end of the run, the Workflow will contain many more Fireworks than its starting point.
Job packing
Many high-performance computing centers are designed to run and manage small numbers of massively parallel jobs. This is reflected by queued job limits (usually less than a dozen) and minimum job sizes that prevent running in a high-throughput manner. Unfortunately, such limits prohibit running highthroughput computing in which millions of individual jobs must eventually be executed. FireWorks includes a built-in ability to pack many small jobs into a larger ensemble that can effectively use a large number of computation nodes/cores. No effort is required to specially design workflows for this purpose; the packing occurs automatically through modifications of the script used to pull and run jobs. Job packing allows the user to explore parallel opportunities at the organization level in a way that can supplement job level parallelism (e.g., OpenMP/MPI) seamlessly. The "packing" can be multiple single-core jobs into a single multicore processor, multiple parallel jobs over multiple nodes, and multiple serial jobs over multiple nodes. The last case is handled simply by calling the launching script via MPI (this will set up multiple processes that each pull a job and run it). The former two cases are handled using Python's multiprocessing module and are described next. Figure 7 depicts the execution flow of job packing. Job packing is simply a wrapper of the "nonpacked" rlaunch script to pull a job and execute it. However, rather than performing this action once, it uses the multiprocessing module to perform this action in parallel. For example, one can have each core of a multicore processor pull a job and run it, thus automatically running multiple serial jobs in parallel on a multicore machine. We emphasize that no special setup is needed when defining the jobs; rather, one must only change the execution script on the FireWorker.
We note that this mode can also run jobs with a low level of parallelism (e.g., 16 cores) on an allocation with multiple nodes (e.g., 4 nodes with 16 cores each). In this case, one would start multiprocessing with N processes, where N is the number of nodes; each process will pull a Firework and run it. During execution, when the "mpirun" (or equivalent) command is invoked, the job will be passed to an available node automatically via MPI. Thus, up until the point when "mpirun" is invoked, multiple processes are running on a single node to query a job and begin execution. After invocation of "mpirun", each job is automatically run on a different node.
We note that to limit the number of database requests sent to the database server simultaneously, we have introduced a DataServer object that behaves as a proxy/buffer for job queries. The DataServer is the only process that can issue job query requests to the database server; all other processes forward requests to the DataServer via a socket. This helps the multiprocessing to scale to reasonably large numbers without overloading the systems (e.g., approximately 100 processes are currently supported without issue).
Automated duplicate checking at the subworkflow level
When executing hundreds of thousands or millions of workflows, a natural use case is to avoid running the same tasks twice across workflows and within them. For example, if several users independently submit workflows, one would seek to detect the duplicated steps of these workflows and only run them once. With FWS, such automated duplicate detection is available at the subworkflow level and falls naturally out of the framework. Thus, FWS can power a distributed execution system whereby multiple users submit their individual workflows and redundancies are automatically eliminated. Because Workflows in FWS can be represented as JSON documents, it is easy to check for equivalence. Two Workflows mapping to the same JSON document will produce the same result, provided that the jobs are themselves deterministic (the same input reliably produces the same output). This idea holds at the individual Firework level as well: two Fireworks that map to the same JSON document will execute the same codes (_tasks) using the same input JSON (spec), and thus produce the same output. This feature, in conjunction with the fact that the full FWAction output is also stored as a JSON object, allows FWS to naturally support duplicate checking at the subworkflow level.
The basic operation of duplicate checking is as follows: if enabled, a Firework (before running) searches for another Firework in the database with the same spec (a generalization of this statement follows later). If a matching Firework has already completed or is running, the job is not launched. Rather, the launch data of the duplicated job are copied and applied to the current Firework. The launch data encapsulate both the runtime information (directory, machine, etc.) and the full output of the matching Firework. Note that this procedure not only skips execution of duplicated Fireworks but also applies dynamic actions, stored data, and spec updates as needed for passing to child Fireworks. Thus, we have completely simulated running of the duplicated Firework without applying any additional computing.
In FWS, Workflows are automatically checkpointed at the Firework level (they can be rerun, canceled, reprioritized, etc. at that level). We note that duplicate checking also operates at the Firework level and often allows for even more powerful schemes than checkpointing. For example, a new Workflow could alternate between novel and previously run Fireworks, and duplicate checking would sort out what requires computing resources and what data can be copied from previous runs.
Finally, we note that in many instances, exact matching of the JSON documents is too strict of a definition for duplicate detection. For example, a user might want to avoid duplication within certain numerical tolerances of the input or without regard to optional/metadata parameters in the spec. Figure 7 . Schematic of job packing in the context of computational chemistry. The "mlaunch" command creates multiple processes; each process queries for a job to run (mediated by the DataServer, not shown) and executes it. If the job includes a parallel command such as "mpirun" or "aprun", each MPI task can be run on a separate node. In this diagram, the code is automatically parallelizing over different molecules to run the Qchem [46] electronic structure code. FWS allows the user to write custom DupeFinder objects in Python that allows full flexibility in defining "equivalence" between documents.
Automated job provenance
When running many jobs over a long period, one point of concern is reproducibility and provenance; that is, how well can we trace back the execution of a past run or track down a bug? By its design, FWS automatically stores many of necessary ingredients for successful provenance. For example, the LaunchPad automatically stores the codes to be executed (the FireTasks), what parameters those FireTasks were initialized with, and the full input dictionary used by the FireTask (the spec). FWS also stores information about job execution, including the machine hostname and IP address, start time, end time, and stack traces of errors. All this information is available as structured JSON that can be queried via MongoDB and without any additional effort from the user. Note that even when jobs are rerun, an archive of the previous launches is maintained by default. Thus, one can readily see information on what occurred during past runs (including stack traces of errors). There is also an option to archive a Workflow, which acts as a "soft" delete that maintains all the provenance information (e.g., FireTasks and input spec) but prevents further runs or duplicate checking.
Note that while this data usually allows for "practical" tracing back of job execution, it is by no means complete. For example, versions of code are not automatically stored (nor are the codes themselves). However, we note that metadata such as code versions can be added manually to both Fireworks and Workflows such that more detailed provenance is possible with user input.
Frontend interface and job reporting
While most common tasks in terms of adding, monitoring, and maintaining Workflows can be performed using command line tools, FWS also includes a basic frontend interface built on Flask [23] . Because Flask includes a web server implementation, one can launch the frontend without installing additional software. Currently, the frontend only reports data on Workflows and cannot be used for adding jobs or modifications (e.g., reruns, failure detection, and priority modification).
The main page of the frontend ( Figure 8 ) provides a summary report of the FWS database and the status of all Workflows. In addition, the detailed state of all Fireworks within the newest Workflows is listed in a color-coded way. In addition to the summary report, users can click various options (e.g., the fw_ids or the state) to obtain more information and browse, for example, all FIZZLED Fireworks. The advantage of the frontend is its ease of use and the possibility to allow multiple users to see the status of Workflows via the web without having to install FWS or become familiar with the command line tools.
FireWorks also provides a convenient reporting package to acquire run statistics. Instead of processing large datasets locally, the reporting package builds on the highly optimized MongoDB aggregation framework, which aggregates data through a streamlined multistaged pipeline on the server. As a result, it is very efficient to generate summaries of workflow completion statistics for a specified time range. One can also readily compile a progress report for job execution on a daily basis.
The reporting package is also a valuable tool to troubleshoot and optimize workflows and computing resource problems. For example, one can debug failed jobs by aggregating over a property in the spec to detect if a particular type of job (as defined by its spec) fails more often than others. One can also "identify catastrophes" by reporting days with high failure rates of jobs, perhaps related to hardware failures on the computing resources. These functionalities are particularly useful when attempting to make sense of execution over millions of heterogeneous jobs and several workers. The reporting features are currently available via the command line, and we plan to incorporate these features into the frontend interface in the future as rich graphical data.
Tracking output files
An important consideration when running concurrent jobs is the ability to quickly check the status of raw output files both during and after execution. For example, one might want to check the progress of several jobs in real-time or examine the last few lines of output in all jobs that have recently failed. However, with potentially thousands of jobs running simultaneously and output files scattered across multiple resources, it becomes difficult to achieve this in an effective way.
FireWorks provides a file tracking feature whereby the first or last few lines of one or more files can be relayed periodically to the LaunchPad. Command line tools allow one to lookup these outputs from a central location. Thus, one does not need to log in to the resources where job execution is occurring in order to track outputs. Job tracking occurs as a lightweight execution within the ping thread process described in Section 3.3. By pinging more frequently, one can get more frequent updates regarding job output files (however, with a penalty of increasing database traffic).
Offline access
One limitation of FWS is that FireWorkers need to be able to connect to the central database to pull a Firework to run. In most cases, we expect such a network connection to be available; however, a client might not have access to a network connection or be firewalled in some instances. This can indeed be the case in supercomputing centers, where "compute" node communications can be restricted to an internal network.
One option in such cases is to host the LaunchPad within an internal network free of firewalls. However, FWS also provides an "offline" mode whereby jobs are pulled by a "master" entity with a network connection (e.g., a login node) and subsequently serialized to local files (Figure 9 ). The compute nodes can instantiate the job from these files and write all their output communications (pings, FWAction outputs) to a different file. The master then periodically checks the serialized outputs to update the LaunchPad's version of the data (including dynamic actions), thereby closing the loop.
PERFORMANCE
A major consideration when evaluating workflow software is performance overhead associated with the software. In FWS, sources of overhead include (i) time to query a job from the database before running, (ii) time to update the central database and dependent workflow statements after running, and (iii) time for internal processes such as loading the FireTasks. These times will in turn depend on factors such as network speed and size of each job document (e.g., a very large spec involves more data transfer). We ran experiments on the NERSC "Carver" system (two quad-core Intel Xeon X5550 "Nehalem" 2.67 GHz processors giving eight cores/node, and 24 GB of memory) with the LaunchPad hosted on the internal NERSC network using FWS v0.96. We were interested in testing the scalability of large workflows of varying types. Thus, we tested four types of Workflows: reduce, sequence, parallel, and pairwise-dependent (as illustrated in Figure 10 ) that employed between 200-1000 Fireworks per Workflow. Each Firework was a "no-op" that exited immediately, such that the measurements are essentially the overhead of FWS itself.
The results are presented in Figure 11 and plot the average time per task as a function of workflow size. The results are nearly or completely linear for all workflow types when there are five workflows, and in all cases, overhead are fractions of a second per Firework. This scaling behavior is achieved by just-in-time loading of Fireworks within the Workflow so that unnecessary data are not fetched during Workflow updates, as well as by caching some Firework state information in the Workflow itself. We note that prior to introducing these enhancements, preliminary performance tests had revealed an O (N 2 ) (where N is the number of Fireworks in a Workflow) scalability issue for large Workflows. Figure 11 indicates that when there is only a single workflow in the database, the time per Firework increases roughly linearly with the number of tasks because of increased time spent loading the workflow during updates. As expected, adding multiple clients (FireWorkers) for a single workflow is helpful only when the workflow itself contains inherent parallelism, as in the "reduce" and "sequence" execution patterns.
When there exists multiple workflows in the database and a single client, the overhead per task is considerably reduced to less than 0.2 s even for larger workflows. This is because FWS uses a workflow-level lock to prevent race conditions during updates. When multiple workflows are present, the client spends less time waiting for a common lock. Introducing more clients only improves the situation; however, it is unclear at this time why the "pairwise-dependent" and "sequence" workflows (with less inherent parallelism) outperform the "reduce" and "parallel" workflows.
Job packing and overall throughput limits
To test the throughput limits of FWS with a basic configuration of a single database node, with and without the "job packing" mode (Section 3.5), we ran sets of between 1 and 1024 concurrent workflows within a single queue submission and measured the total time spent. Each workflow was again set as a "no-op" with zero execution time. The tests were again run on a single "smallmem" worker node on the NERSC Carver system and pulled workflows from a remote database node (six dual-core Intel(R) Xeon 2.70 GHz processors, giving 12 cores/node, and 64 GB of memory) in Berkeley separated by a network RTT of~3 ms. For each set of workflows, we reset the database, loaded the requisite number of workflows, and timed the execution in both nonpacked ("rlaunch") rapidfire mode and the job packing ("mlaunch") mode. The job packing launches N workflows in parallel (Section 3.5); in all cases, we set N to the total number of workflows for full concurrency.
The results (shown in Figure 12 ) demonstrate that the throughput saturates between 5 and 6.5 workflows/s (300-400/min), with job packing improving performance by roughly 20%. While this performance is certainly limited, it still represents a vast improvement over the time taken to launch workflows through a batch queue. Scaling up the database may provide a path to higher throughput.
As a general rule of thumb guided by the~6 jobs/s result, we expect that the utilization will be high when the level of concurrency is kept at or below the number of seconds per task. For example, for 100-s tasks, utilization should be high for 100 or fewer concurrent tasks. The use cases that have employed FWS thus far (discussed in Section 5) fall within this range, with typical job times in the range of 600 to 360,000 s (using~50 CPUs per job), with our concurrency level set between~50 jobs (within a single queued job) and~2000 (for multiple queued jobs across several computing centers with high-capacity "throughput" queues).
In summary, our tests indicate that the performance of FWS should be negligible for most use cases when each Firework runs significantly longer than a fraction of a second. For example, the efficiency of the FWS should be over 99% for a 100-s task if the number of tasks per workflow is less than 1000 and the concurrency is kept low. If there are several Workflows in the database or multiple independent FireWorkers executing the jobs, performance should further improve, in some cases by over a factor of 10. FWS is, however, likely not appropriate for large-scale and concurrent "stream processing" applications of small tasks (e.g. 1-s tasks). However, we expect that most scientific use cases will not involve such extreme cases of small task sizes, and the overhead of FWS in typical use cases (>100-s tasks) will be well within acceptable limits.
APPLICATION TO COMPUTATIONAL MATERIALS SCIENCE AND CHEMISTRY
The FWS team has communicated with users in mathematical modeling, genome sequencing, multiscale modeling, machine learning, and computer graphics; however, it is difficult to trace actual usage of an open-source code (i.e., we do not require users to register to download the code, and we do not require connection to a centralized service to use the code). In this section, we present further details on ways in which the FWS software has been used in practice to date.
The Materials Project
The Materials Project [3] has used FWS to run over 165,000 materials workflows totaling over 1.1 million individual jobs ("Fireworks") at the NERSC. The Materials Project is a multi-institution collaboration that serves as a science gateway [24] , with the computed data now serving a community of over 10,000 registered users that use the Materials Project data to guide their research [25, 26] . Over 40 million CPU-hours worth of computation have been computed with FWS on a nearly daily basis for almost 1.5 years, demonstrating its capability as a production software for a scientific center. Several types of workflows used in production by the Materials Project are available in the open source MPWorks repository (http://www.github.com/ materialsproject/MPWorks).
Some of the methods through which the Materials Project uses FWS are the subject of previous [24, 27, 3] and upcoming [28] papers. In particular, FWS is used to distribute millions of "medium range jobs" (ranging from 1 to 1000 CPU-hours) over the PBS queuing system (Section 3.2) at two separate clusters at the NERSC national supercomputing resource. The worker-specific settings (Section 3.1) are used to automatically distribute jobs with lower memory requirements to the "Hopper" system, whereas the higher memory jobs are distributed to the "Mendel" system. The Materials Project has furthermore designed a system whereby new workflows can be added via a REST interface or through the web, and those workflows (involving multiple and separate MPI jobs with dependencies) get automatically executed and analyzed for display on the website. This procedure allows what was once a specialized task involving writing complex input files and copying files and directories over the period of a week to a one-click operation that can be performed by unspecialized researchers and scaled to very large throughput. While the Materials Project includes several types of prototypical workflows, we present as an example a workflow to calculate elastic tensors. The elastic tensor is a 6 × 6 tensor describing the response of a material to external forces within its elastic limit. The workflow to generate elastic tensor data consists of three stages: a set of quantum mechanical density functional theory (DFT) calculations, systematic data validations, and final data management tasks. The overall procedure is diagrammed in Figure 13 and is further described in Reference [28] .
Starting with an input structure taken from the Materials Project database, the first step of the workflow is to reoptimize the structure at higher accuracy using a DFT calculation (~250 CPUhours). The next step of the workflow is a custom FireTask that parses the output and dynamically generates 24 additional runs via the "additions" options in the FWAction (Section 3.4). In principle, the number of additional runs could be nontrivial and structure-dependent depending on the obtained symmetry of the structure reoptimization, and this would be well supported by dynamic actions in FWS that allows programmatically modifying the workflow. In the case of the Materials Project, the number of new runs is always held at 24. The 24 additional runs are executed in parallel at the NERSC supercomputing center (~300 CPU-hours per run). At the NERSC, jobs are submitted to specialized high-throughput queues that support a large number of independent parallel submissions with small parallelism (e.g., 250 concurrent jobs with 48 cores each); job packing is not used.
The next step of the workflow is to fit an elastic tensor to the results of all 24 calculations; this step depends on all jobs completing. The fitted elastic tensor then undergoes multiple consistency checks Figure 13 . Workflow to compute the elastic tensor of materials as implemented for the Materials Project.
Further details of this workflow are given in Reference [28] .
[28] to identify signs of error. For structures failing any of the consistency checks, decisions are made individually on whether to rerun the calculations with a different set of parameters (e.g., with a higher k-points density). A similar workflow with modified parameters will be submitted automatically if a rerun decision is made. The final step in the workflow is to store the computed results in a MongoDB database. The validation and data management stages of the workflow are implemented as a series of sequential FireTasks, which are flexible to modification of validations rules and data storage options. We have thus far calculated elastic tensors for more than 1200 materials. This represents only a small portion of materials for which more basic workflows have been run for the Materials Project. However, this database already covers almost five times greater structures than all known experimental data and is to our knowledge the largest collection of complete elastic tensors for inorganic materials.
The Electrolyte Genome
Part of the Joint Center for Energy Storage Research [29] , the Electrolyte Genome is aimed at molecular discovery by computing the properties of tens of thousands of molecules. While the scientific application and physics are quite different from the Materials Project, from a workflow standpoint, these two projects are similar, and the Electrolyte Genome has to date used FWS to complete over 10 million CPU-hours worth of calculations. Here, we present one example of a molecule workflow and how modifying the workflow graph in real-time via dynamic actions is useful. Further examples of FWS usage for the Electrolyte Genome will be presented in References [30, 31] .
The electrochemical window of a potential electrolyte or redox active molecule for energy storage determines its operating voltage range and thus its compatibility with various anodes and electrolytes. The calculation of electrochemical windows involves three branches of computation representing different charge states; within each branch is a sequence of dependent calculations that include a geometry optimization, a vibrational frequency, and a single point energy calculation (Figure 14) . One complication in running these calculations in a high-throughput mode is the possibility of a calculation that results in imaginary frequencies, which requires further follow-up calculations with stricter parameter settings and additional computing time to fix. In the field, this procedure is typically detected and corrected manually by inspecting output files, making input file modifications, and resubmitting the job. However, such manual intervention is not possible in a high-throughput mode with tens or hundreds of thousands of molecules that involve thousands of such failures. Thus, the Electrolyte Genome uses a FireTask to detect the imaginary frequencies in the output file, and-if present-uses the "detours" feature of FWS (Section 3.4) to automatically set up additional runs with the appropriate modifications using a rule-based strategy. These dynamically created runs are automatically queued and executed by FWS as needed without any human intervention.
The development of such "self-healing" workflows in the Electrolyte Genome is also aided by the centralized file-tracking feature of FWS (Section 3.9). With one command, users are able to check the last few lines of the output files of all failed jobs scattered across multiple computing centers. This allows the team to detect new types of errors embedded in the output files of thousands of jobs and develop further rules for patching failed jobs, which are then embedded back in the workflows. Because the data are stored in a database, statistics of job errors can also be compiled to prioritize the most egregious failures.
Examples from individual research groups
In addition to broad collaborations such as the Materials Project and the Joint Center for Energy Storage Research, FWS is also currently used by several independent research groups. For instance, the Materials Virtual Lab (led by one of the authors) has used FWS to automate extremely longrunning molecular dynamics simulations over computational resources with short walltimes. In this use case, ab initio molecular dynamics (AIMD) simulations that take weeks to finish have been automated at the San Diego Supercomputing Center using individual jobs that are restricted to walltimes of 8 h. These AIMD workflows rely on the complementary application of Custodian [32] (http://pythonhosted.org/custodian/), an error correction framework written by the authors, to execute a graceful termination and check-pointing of a run just before the walltime, followed by the dynamic addition (Section 3.4) of a continuation AIMD workflow using the results from the previous run. This workflow is depicted in Figure 15 .
In essence, by merging a checkpointing routine with dynamic workflow addition, FWS has enabled the creation of "one-click" AIMD simulations, where the user only needs to initial a workflow and check the results only upon its successful completion. This is in sharp contrast to the conventional practice of running AIMD simulations, which requires human intervention to terminate and resubmit runs manually. For example, a single study might involve simulations at four temperatures, with three human restarts per day over the period of 7 days to complete one system. Assuming only 5 min of effort per restart, this totals 7 h of human intervention per materials system. FWS has thus enabled the Materials Virtual Lab to run a very large number of such AIMD simulations with minimal human resources.
As a final example, the Institute of Condensed Matter and Nanosciences group at Université Catholique de Louvain (three of the authors) have developed an "Abipy" Python framework to their popular community DFT code, ABINIT [33] . Here, FWS is used as a centralized control point that interacts with the queuing systems distributed over several European computing centers. The FWS database is used to track a large number of Abipy tasks using information within the central database. Of particular usefulness to the team is the ability to query for and address runtime failures using MongoDB. These failures can arise from code errors or failure of the targeted calculation to converge. Information about the failures is stored in the FWS database using the FWAction "stored_data" field (Section 3.4). These failure reports are sent to the user and are used to automatically perform appropriate adjustments before rerunning the workflow from the failed point. Abipy also implements the "self-healing" paradigm described in Section 5.2 and furthermore is developing and running routines in which a FireTask analyzes the best resources and parallelization strategies for its downstream job, and then dynamically creates that job with the appropriate parameters and settings that guide it to the best FireWorker. In this sense, the dynamic workflows are acting as a proxy for the Condor "matchmaking" system [18] . Figure 14 . Illustration of a portion of a "normal workflow" (left) and automatically modified workflow graph (right) in case an imaginary frequency (failure) is detected. The FireTask of the workflow itself is programmed to automatically create more steps as needed to correct the calculation ("detour" action of FWAction). Because each job requires its own queue submission to comply with walltime queuing limits, this saves considerable manual work in setting up and queuing additional jobs for failed cases in a high-throughput setting.
RELATED WORK
Several workflow tools have been previously developed to represent and run scientific processes in a distributed environment. Many of the features presented in this work have been previously implemented over the past decade in one of more of these systems. Therefore, in this section we compare our work to these other tools and identify areas that would motivate the use of FWS. A first comparison can be made to the Pegasus [12] and Condor DAGMan [34] systems. These are both mature systems that have been utilized for several science applications and deployed at several computing centers. Both systems contain methods to match jobs to appropriate resources and to support for several queuing systems. However, a major limitation of these frameworks is the use of explicit graphs, which constrain the user to workflows that can be fully defined at the time of creation. For the materials science applications discussed in Section 5, a major use case is programmatically modifying the workflow graph based on execution results. One use case is "selfhealing" workflows (discussed in Section 5.2) that can automatically recover from the fairly high failure rate of DFT codes that are run with standard settings over arbitrary materials and molecules (~10%). Such functionality is to an extent present in DAGMan [34] via "recovery DAGs". However, more complex expert systems in which nuanced decisions on what to run next must be made (e.g., complex iteration and branching), even during normal operation, are typically outside the scope of rescue DAGs. For these purposes, a more dynamic workflow language is needed that can modify the workflow graph or add to it in reaction to results obtained in prior steps. The solution offered by FWS is more flexible in that one can programmatically decide how a workflow should proceed based on past results even in the absence of failures and error-handling modes. More complex workflow patterns, such as hierarchical workflows and conditional iteration that are present in FWS, are supported by the Kepler [15, 35] , Taverna [11] , and Triana [13] systems. These systems also include a graphical user interface for composing workflows, in contrast to FWS, which currently includes a graphical interface only for monitoring workflows. However, advantages in FWS include automated job bundling (Section 3.5) to improve concurrency of high-throughput jobs at supercomputing centers and duplicate subworkflow detection (Section 3.6). In particular, the duplicate detection feature of FWS allows for multiple users distributed over multiple institutions to independently submit workflows for computation. These users do not need to "check" if something has already been computed to avoid duplication; they can confidently submit their desired tasks knowing that the same workflow (i.e., same material or molecule) will be not be computed twice by FWS. Duplicated workflows steps will automatically have the output data of the first such executed job passed back without any intervention needed by the user.
We note that such "duplicate detection" can also be achieved using data-dependent workflows such as Makeflow [36] . However, a disadvantage to the data dependency implementation is its requirement on file-based outputs and correspondingly its need to have a static and well-planned organization of output files over time. This can be difficult to achieve when the outputs of a code are not flat files, or when those flat files need to be moved (e.g. archived) or reorganized in which case the dependencies are lost, or when the data to be processed are added haphazardly rather than in a planned manner. To our knowledge, the method introduced in FWS (defining tasks as JSON and using flexible JSON equivalency matching to prevent duplication) is a novel technique that provides a path forward to avoiding task duplication that is independent of the presence of data files. An example of such "file-less" duplication checking that operates via the FW spec stored in the database is presented in the FWS documentation [6] .
Further comparisons of FWS can be made with Swift [19] and PyDFLOW [37] , which both are systems that distribute tasks in a parallel manner. Both of the latter systems allow tasks to be programmed in an expressive way and can prevent duplicated effort because they use data dependencies. Furthermore, these systems are designed for job bundling in a manner that should achieve better performance than that of FWS (Section 4). However, these systems lack a centralized database for tracking, fixing, and rerunning failures over long time periods as well as job provenance data for completed jobs. Thus, we believe these systems are better suited to completing a well-defined working set (more in-line with many-task computing [2] ) but are more poorly suited to continuously adding and monitoring workflows over the period of years, for which provenance and a centralized database are a critical practical need.
Finally, tools that are geared more towards data-analysis pipelines include Galaxy [38] , KNIME [39] , and IPython [7, 40] /NetworkX [41] and allow beginning users to compose their analysis tasks into a logical sequence. While these tools continue to grow in capability and provide convenient graphical tools, they do not include concurrent execution features (i.e., job bundling) or failure tracking as is needed for more heavyweight jobs and as is implemented in FWS. For example, none of these systems use a "heartbeat" to detect what jobs might be lost during execution (Section 3.3) .
Finally, we note that FWS may be practically convenient for many users for several reasons. For example, unlike systems such as Trident [42] , FWS does not require any server-side process to run in the background at computing centers. Thus, FWS can often be installed without needing explicit support or agreement from a computing facility, as has been demonstrated at the NERSC, the San Diego Supercomputing Center, and several research group clusters. In addition, FWS passes on many of the attractive usability features of MongoDB to the workflow domain. For example, the language to modify and append to workflows is based heavily on MongoDB's syntax for updating JSON documents. Furthermore, users can leverage MongoDB's powerful query syntax (including range searches, regular expressions, and dictionary matching) to search directly on workflow documents without invoking an object-relational mapper or understanding complex joins. It is straightforward to "check the status of workflows with tags 'A' and 'B' and for which parameter 'C 'is less than 'X'", or to "rerun all failed jobs that were updated in the last 3 days". Such paradigms were, for example, used by the Materials Project to quickly identify and rerun targeted sets of failed jobs. Furthermore, one can also combine this powerful query syntax with features like file tracking (Section 3.9), thereby allowing centralized monitoring of output files status for a subset of jobs. While these features are not related to fundamental issues such as job bundling performance or workflow model, they grew from challenges in implementing highthroughput materials screening at scale (over 40 million CPU-hours, over 1 million jobs for Materials Project) in a long-term project (over 1.5 years of nearly continuous computing, with addition of new workflow types, new materials, and several workflow bug-fixes added on-the-fly). We believe these features will benefit not only for the several applications that have already deployed FWS (Section 5) but also other science applications requiring long-term job management of high-throughput computations involving complex, dynamic workflows and become a useful contribution to the scientific Python community.
FUTURE WORK AND CONCLUSIONS
Because FWS is reasonably well tested in production, we have been able to quickly identify a number of potentially fruitful areas for future work. In practice, we have observed the major limitation in FWS to be the combination of the "pull" procedure from a central database server with strict network security on some computing centers, as described in Section 3.10. This could also be overcome by installation of appropriate network proxies, for example, using nginx.
Another limitation of FWS is its dependence on the Python programming language. While FWS can be used through the command line without any Python programming, it is more difficult to achieve the rich dynamic actions or control logic presented in Section 3.4 without coding a Python function. Other features, such as customized duplicate checking, require implementing Python objects. However, Python is very widely used in scientific computing and also one of the easiest (general-purpose) languages to learn.
FireWorks is explicit by design and does not interact with grid middleware tools [43] , for example, automated tools for data movement or resource allocation. Indeed, one of the goals of FWS is to reduce dependence on flat files and increase usage of database-driven workflows. While FWS provides FireTasks for file transfer via secure shell (SSH), all data movement must be specified explicitly. We note that other packages already support robust integration with existing middleware tools [12, 44, 45] . Thus, we expect that FWS will be more attractive to users who want to explicitly control data flow. As mentioned in Section 2.1, one method to integrate FWS with existing tools is to simply call the rlaunch pull script from within other workflow systems.
Future development will concentrate on making the FWS database more accessible to new users and to those who want to monitor workflows without necessarily taking an active part in workflow submission or management. For example, we plan to redesign the prototype frontend interface in a friendlier manner that allows one to perform basic actions such as rerunning a job and includes robust job reporting information.
In conclusion, we have described FWS, a new workflow management system with novel routines for failure detection, job packing, duplicate detection, and other tools to facilitate running highthroughput jobs at supercomputing centers. As the needs for data-driven science grow and large supercomputing centers supplant smaller computing resources for economic and energy-efficiency considerations, the need for software to manage large number of jobs over long periods at these centers will continue to grow. FWS is an open-source code already driving large numbers of results in the materials science and chemistry communities, and we hope that further improvements will increase its usefulness to the general scientific community.
CODE EXAMPLES
Note: all code is further explained in the FWS official documentation [6] , which also contains many more examples than that presented subsequently. In addition, the MPWorks package (http://www.
